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1 Researh Results During Funded Period1.1 Researh GoalsThis researh program was designed to model and simulate phase transformations in systems ontainingdi�usion barriers. The modeling work inluded mass ow, phase formation, and mirostrutural evolutionin interdi�using systems. Simulation work was done by developing Cahn-Hilliard and phase �eld equationsgoverning both the temporal and spatial evolution of the omposition and deformation �elds and otherimportant phase variables.In the original work one-dimensional analytial solutions were developed to test methods and to gaininsight as to phase evolution in interdi�using systems. This sope was expanded to inlude researhrelated to systems with di�usion barriers. Two projets were suessfully ompleted. The �rst involvedmirostruture evolution in thin �lm systems, while the seond involved reating systems under higheletrial urrents (eletromigration). The latter projet was based on experimental results in lead freesolder systems.Most of these researh topis were initiated and performed in onjuntion with o-PI Professor W.C.Johnson at the University of Virginia. This was aomplished by working visits by PHL to the Universityof Virginia over the ourse of the grant, and at onferenes in those years. WCJ and PHL also had regularphone disussions.1.2 One-Dimensional Phase Evolution in AlloysWe used Cahn-Hilliard type equations to model the evolution of mirostruture in bulk alloys. This workemphasized the role of ompositional strains and elasti e�ets on spinodal deomposition and oarsening.We found that elasti e�ets an favor nonequilibrium phases, an signi�antly alter kineti paths, and angenerate unexpeted sequenes of phase formation.1.3 Phase Transformations in Thin FilmsJust as in bulk systems, elasti stresses in solid thin �lms a�et their mehanial and eletrial properties.For example, stresses may lead to mehanial failure, suh as frature due to tensile stresses, and wrinklingand loal loss of adhesion at the �lm-substrate interfae [M. Ohring, Materials siene of thin �lms, 2nded., Aademi Press, San Diego, 2002℄. Elasti stress an also be used in appropriate ways to improve theperformane of ertain eletroni devies.In order to examine these issues, as well as to develop a general tool to study phase evolution inthe presene of di�usion barriers, we expanded the one-dimensional phase �eld model desribed above tostudy omposition and phase evolution in two or three spatial dimensions. As a neessary step to makethese methods omputationally eÆient, we developed new analytial results to alulate the elasti �eldowing to ompositional strains in two and three dimensions, omputationally a very time onsuming step.These results give the elasti �elds arising from ompositional strains for an arbitrary omposition �eld(x; y; z) in a thin �lm on a ompliant substrate. Using these analytial solutions, the performane of the`semi-analyti' elastiity solver used in the simulations was signi�antly improved.These phase �eld model and the elastiity solver were used to study phase evolution in isotropi andanisotropi (ubi) �lms, where the �lm is either free-standing or attahed to a substrate. Stresses in the�lm arise owing to both ompositional self-stress and, in the �lm-substrate ase, mis�t between the �lm andsubstrate. Numerial simulations in both two- and three-dimensions were performed for the ompositionevolution. Results show that elasti strength, epitaxial mis�t, elasti anisotropy, external mehanialloading and �lm-substrate geometry a�et both the kinetis of evolution and the long-time metastable
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on�gurations of the evolution. In partiular, we observe phenomena suh as forming of olumnar struture,swithing of layers, and phase alignment in preferred diretions.1.4 Phase Transformations with Eletrial CurrentsEletromigration arises when an eletri urrent is applied to a metal. It is aused by the interationbetween the applied eletri �eld and the positive ions, and the subsequent sattering of these ions and theondution eletrons (wind fore). There is also a Coulomb fore ating on the ions ats in the oppositediretion to the wind fore. Eletromigration is believed to be the main ause of failure of integratediruits and miroeletroni devies. For example, in metalli interonnets (made of Al or Cu) the orderof magnitude of eletri urrent densities| 106 A/m2 |and the range of temperature at whih thedevie operates| 100 oC or higher |drives eletromigration ux large enough to ause void nuleationand growth that ultimately leads to a opening in the interonnet [K.N. Tu, J. Appl. Phys. 94, 2003℄.Eletromigration is also important in solder joints, even though the average urrent densities arried aretwo orders of magnitude lower than in interonnets. Eletromigration in solder joints lead to exess growthof intermetalli ompound that an ause miroraks to initiate [L.E. Felton et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 54,1989℄.We studied the role of eleti urrent on interdi�usion and phase formation in model solder joints. Thesolder joint and metallization ontat are not in thermodynami equilibrium and interdi�usion is likely toour during use. Interdi�usion an lead to intermediate phase formation, the growth kinetis of whihare diretly a�eted by the eletri urrent and eletromigration [e.g., C.M. Chen and S.W. Chen, Atamater., 2461 (2002)℄. Together with W.C. Johnson and his group, we developed an analyti expressionfor the thikness of an intermediate phase as a funtion of time in the presene of an eletri urrent.We negleted elastiity but onsidered that the phases an have di�erent eletrial ondutivities. Resultsagree with the experimental work of Chen and Chen, who desribe and measure the the growth rate ofintermediate phases in Sn/Ag and Sn/Ni systems at di�erent temperatures as a funtion of the appliedurrent.Chen and Chen's mirographs also show that one of the interfaes between the metal and the inter-metalli is slightly orrugated, reminisent of morphologial instabilities at planar two-phase interfaes.This motivated us to perform a morphologial stability analysis of growth in eletromigrating systems. Weonsidered small perturbations of the planar interfaes between the intermediate phase and the surroundingmetals, and analyzed how the applied urrent will a�et their morphologial stability.We found that that the primary fators that determine whether eletri urrent an destabilize aninterfae are the diretion of the eletri urrent and the ratio of the ondutivities aross the interfaeof interest. Instability an only our if these parameters are in spei� ranges; for example, an interfaean only be unstable if urrent enhanes di�usion and the ondutivity inreases aross the interfae (inthe diretion of urrent). These are neessary but not suÆient onditions, as the detailed onditions forinstability{e.g. the preise magnitude of the urrent required to destabilize an interfae{ depend on thethikness of the intermediate phase as well as other system parameters.Based on these results, we onlude that eletromigration driven instabilities in the systems onsideredby Chen and Chen are very unlikely. We ontinue to searh for experimental ases in whih eletromigrationdriven instabilities are observed. We are also omparing our analyti results with W.C. Johnson's workusing phase �eld modeling for eletromigrating systems.
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� Yubao Zhen ompleted his PhD in February 2005. He is urrently a Professor of Solid Mehanis atthe Harbin Institute of Tehnology, Harbin, China� Ana Rasetti ompleted her MS in Spring 2006. She is urrently teahing high shool.
3 PubliationsThe following publiation have resulted from researh supported entirely by grant DE-FG02-99ER45770.Ana Rasetti's work on interdi�usion and morphologial stability is ongoing and papers from this work arein various stages of preparation.1. P.H. Leo and M.H. Shwartz, The energy of semioherent interfaes, Journal of the Mehanis andPhysis of Solids 48, pp. 2539 { 2557, 20002. W.C. Johnson and P.H. Leo, Coarsening of self-stressed plates, Sripta materialia 43, pp. 1027-1032,2000.3. P.H. Leo and W.C. Johnson, Spinodal deomposition and oarsening of stressed thin �lms on om-pliant substrates, Ata materialia 49, pp. 1771-1787, 2001.4. W.C. Johnson, P.H. Leo, Y. Zhen, and S.M. Wise, Spinodal deomposition in thin plates subjetedto a temperature gradient, in Modeling the Performane of Engineering Strutural Materials II,(TMS-AIME) pp. 203-214, 2001.5. W.C. Johnson and P.H. Leo, Sequenes of phase formation in multiphase stressed plates,Metallurgialand Materials Transations 33A, pp. 1901-1911, 2002.6. X. Li, J. Lowengrub, Q. Nie, V. Cristini and P. Leo, Mirostruture Evolution in Three-DimensionalInhomogeneous Elasti Media, Metallurgial and Materials Transations 34A, pp. 1421-1431, 2003.DOE aknowledged for Leo's ontribution.7. Yubao Zhen and P.H. Leo, Three-dimensional ompositional elasti �elds in solid �lms on a ompliantsubstrate, Journal of Elastiity 81, pp. 21 {50, 2005.8. Yubao Zhen and P.H. Leo, Di�usional phase transformations in self-stressed solid �lms, Thin SolidFilms 513, pp. 223 { 234, 2006.
4 Invited and Contributed TalksThe following talks dealt with some or all of our DOE supported researh:1. Department of Theoretial and Applied Mehanis, Cornell University, April, 2007.2. Department of Mathematis, University of California at Irvine, February, 2006.3. TMS Anuual Meeting, San Antonio, TX, Spring 20054. TMS Anuual Meeting, San Franiso, CA, Spring 20055. Department of Materials Siene and Engineering, Johns Hopkins University, Marh 2004.6. TMS Anuual Meeting, Charlotte, NC, Spring 2004.4



7. TMS Annual Meeting, San Diego, CA, Spring 2003.8. TMS Annual Meeting, Seattle, WA, Spring 2002.9. Department of Mathematis, Illinois Institute of Tehnology, Spring 2002.10. Department of Engineering Siene, University of Wisonsin, Deember 2001.11. Gordon Conferene on Thin Films, Summer 200012. SIAM meeting on Mathematis and Materials, Philadelphia PA, May 2000.
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